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Our journal is growing, extensively (worldwide) and qualitatively (it is ranked B+ in 

Romanian research system, but the readers will better decide about their real interest in our work).  
ETC continues to promote interdisciplinarity, transdisciplinarity and new ideas. Many papers and 
books are questioning now if Economics or Management are still “sciences” if the result of their 
application failed to assure a steady economic growth or to offer solutions to get out of the recession. 
This could be the result of the “very scientific” approaches that stimulated clever people to innovate 
new and tricky financial instruments, new accountancy tricks to foul the auditors etc. A lot of new 
“sciences” guaranteed the absolute happiness and riches on the Earth with the only condition to 
strictly apply econometric formulas or simply rules to generate economic equilibrium… 

 In a recent declaration Acad. Mugur Isarescu, member of our Editorial staff and the 
Governor of the National Bank of Romania asked economic analysts to make serious debates on 
economic theoretical and practical matters just because some decision takers are not using a good and 
flexible economic thinking. I do agree with him, and suggest further improving the research in its 
transdisciplinary and holistic dimensions. Otherwise, we may stimulate anew very narrow specialists 
with no links to the general human needs, to the real changes in human existence and not sufficient 
creative and open to new.  

So, my position is firstly to prepare people to be creative, to be curious to see the whole (gr. 
holon) and only after that to study the component parts of the whole system. In this respect End 
Means Methodology (EMMY) transgresses all human disciplines and put them together into a 
coherent theory on human thinking, feeling and acting, defining and describing a lot of disciplines, 
concepts, visions, theories or other mental constructs. Even it is over 30 I am still amazed that no 
institute of research, academy or university is interested to know it, to better understand it and to 
apply it. Of course all such general visions have their own limits, risks and fails, but a large discussion 
on it may improve it. In crisis times old theories are to be questioned and new theories are waited and 
welcome. “Do not put new wine in old vessels” is a very old and wise advice… So, new realities 
(wine) are to be introduced into new theories (vessels) to be studied and then better managed.  

But is management still a “scientific” (taylorist) approach as it was in the modern times of the 
last century? Nor “management science” does not help us too much just because it tries to 
mathematize and to rigidize thinking and offer only strict local and present solutions to very concrete 
problems. Anyway, management as a theory on efficient human action is not a unique collection of 
models and rules to be followed in order to obtain the “greatest” efficiency…. Instead, management is 
an ever changing vision on human efficient action at different levels of social aggregation. That is 
why I propose to call it Changing Management. In this way management as theory and practice of 
efficient human action is a continuously changing and stimulates changing attitudes. Changing 
Management is about rapid changes in our complex world, but it is also about changes in its own 
content to better adapt to the ever newly realities. It is like a plane with variable geometry, changing 
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its form to better adapt to new speeds (of change). In this respect Changing Management simply took 
EMMY and uses it as a new fuel to obtain better solutions to ever growing speed of change all over 
the world. Of course, no one may be a prophet in his own country… and I hope that there could be 
some interest on it in different places of our Planet.  
 Interest on Ethics is also growing in a turbulent and not too moral world. But, EMMY is 
General Ethics, isn’t it? Then, why there is no interest on EMMY? A lot of discussion is made on 
Corporate Social Responsibility. But CSR is part of EMMY. Then, why there is no interest on 
EMMY? A lot of parallels are made between Economics and Politics, and sometimes some ask 
themselves if these two disciplines have connections to Ethics. But, all three together and well 
intertwined are EMMY…  A lot of people are trying to use transdisciplinary approaches, nut EMMY 
is 100% transdisciplinarity as Basarab Nicolescu itself said. May be my marketing strategies for 
selling EMMY were not well prepared. But, EMMY is not for sale. It is only for taking and using it. 
Probably cheap (even free of charge) products are suspect to be bad enough for not having any 
price… 
 As about ETC, it is a means to attain higher intellectual and cultural ends: new ideas, 
interesting analyses, news about books and authors, better research methods and more holistic visions 
as transdisciplinarity is. Is it a strange thing to publish in ETC an article about literature signed by the 
reputed literary critic Eugen Simion? In a transdisciplinary vision a (literary) text is a mental 
construct that can be better or worse managed by its author. Any text has a con-text that can help 
understanding the ideas in the text. Building/ producing a text is doing an enterprise, with consume of 
specific means (resources), costs, in order to reach some ends as benefits/ pleasure for consumers. So, 
why not teaching EMMY in Letter Faculty?  
 A recent Job Fair in Romania concluded that diplomas are irrelevant in recruiting people. 
What is relevant for recruiters? Clever and industrious people are most wanted in labor market! Good 
marks do not reflect anytime these qualities. Shall HR managers recruit a guy who knows 25 
definitions of management, X and Y theories a.s.o., but is unable to understand a metaphor, a sintagm 
or to concentrate a text in lesser and lesser words without losing its meaning? Is a graduate ready to 
learn all his/her life? Or is (s)he just too much bored with learning in a university… Working with 
computer is only using e-mail, or helps him or her to organize information, to make new connections 
and to use intuition in finding info? Many of these qualities are not sufficiently stimulated or created 
in universities; so, if the real end of studying at university is not to obtain a diploma, but to acquire 
new and useful knowledge, why do we offer to our graduates a diploma? Is the diploma an adequate 
means to certificate the graduate reached his or her end to obtain good knowledge? I think not. 
Students are learning for obtaining marks and diplomas not knowledge…. Once faculty is examining 
students and later the recruiters are examining graduates. Why this waste of time and human 
resources? The answer is quite simple: because education managers are following financial indicators, 
salaries for teachers etc. but not simply fulfilling the real ends the students are coming for at the 
university. Applying EMMY to analyzing the education structures we may discover that many means 
are not helping to reach presupposed ends. Many companies are already created their own universities 
in order to be able to command the set of skills required for that company and that could be a decisive 
competing advantage for a certain period of time.  Is this not a sufficient strong signal for higher 
education structures that they are not fulfilling the promised ends? Or, isn’t the signal from the market 
(not diplomas, only skills) sufficient to make a curricular and docimological radical reform to 
education system? Are there some other stronger political interests to maintain an obsolete education 
(and examination) system? A careful research could be helpful in this respect.  
 History teaches us that no one ever learned anything from history, but the recent history of 
world-wide financial and economic crisis generates a critical mass for new methods of research in the 
so called social “sciences”. ETC is ready to publish any of them. Read carefully the Instructions for 
authors and the path to collaboration is created. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


